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Declaration of compliance with the prohibition of genetically modified organisms as
contained in the current version of Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007

To whom it may concern

We, Vitafor N.V. - Industriepark Noord 18-19 — 9100 Sint-Niklaas — Belgium, hereby confirm for the following

product:

Name of the product(s):

14-0086-20A GIJS TRANSPRO LIK

14-0086-200A GIJS TRANSPROLIK

a) that this (these) product(s) is/are neither a genetically modified organism (GMO) itself, nor does it/do

they contain any such organisms,

b) that this (these) product(s) is/are not produced from or by GMOs. Neither do we have knowledge of any

information that would implicate that this statement is incorrect.

c) No declarations are necessary for any in puts that are used in both the production of the original

organism (feed, plant protection and plant care products, etc.) and the production of the product (e.g.

cleaning enzymes, processing aids) or component, but are not contained in the product as an

active/functional component. There is also no need to make any declarations for unavoidable technical

residues, e.g. growth media in cultures of microorganisms.

Consequently, the product(s) named above fulfill(s) the requirements of the current version of the EU Council

Regulation Nr. 834/2007 in terms of the prohibition of GMOs.

With this agreement we are committed to make an immediate declaration of change, correction or

withdrawal to our customers/buyers and to their inspection authority as soon as any deviation from the facts

contained in this agreement or the agreements of our suppliers or service providers should occur.

According to article 2 of Council Regulation (EC) no. 834/2007 we authorize our customer’s/buyer’s

inspection board or an independent institution named by the inspection authority in writing to verify the validity

of our statement in the context of an audit and to take samples for analysis if necessary.
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This document is valid without signature. All information, mentioned above, is to the best of our knowledge correct.

responsible for any inoppropriate use of this product. Oetoiled ond msssing information con be requested ot QualityAvitofor. corn


